
The New Type III 



 Some of the pics in this presentation are of 
the other type 3 since the layout of the truck 
is the same.  



 Review vehicle specifications 

 Safety Considerations 

 Compartment setup 
 





 2018 International chassis with Cummins  L9 
380 horse inline 6 cylinder turbo diesel 
engine 

 Rosenbauer high/low pressure 750 gpm 
pump with 500 gallon tank 

 

 



 28 psi operating pressure at low idle 

 55 psi operating pressure at high idle 

 700 rpm at idle 

 







 Vehicle goes very fast, do not exceed speed 
limit 

 Vehicle is very tall (9’7”), be careful where you 
drive it 

 Although it is 4 wheel drive do not take into 
sketchy locations 

 The monitor is high pressure/foam 

 Hose reels are high or low pressure with foam 

 Be careful climbing up and down the ladder 

 













 Align the coupling on the bumper with the 
monitor 

 Snap the monitor to the discharge  

 Attach the electrical connection 



 Set the parking brake 

 Put in Neutral  

 Engage front axle with toggle switch 

 Select high or low range 

 Low range will give higher pressure for pumping 

 Can pump and roll 

 to disengage follow the  

same instructions, set  

brake, neutral, turn off 

front axle, go back to  

high gear 





 Open tank to pump  -Note there is a tank to 
pump valve both in the cab and on the pump 
panel to open/close the tank to pump valve 

 Use switch to engage pump –Note there is a 
switch in the cab and on the pump panel to 
engage/disengage the pump 

 Turn on high pressure switch 

 Turn on high pressure foam switch 



 Will only create foam at pressures >250 psi 

 Insufficient pressure will not educt foam 

 Is not a field adjustable percentage (constant) 

 On the front monitor keep the adjustable 
nozzle at a lower gpm (30) to get a good 
pressure and good foam 

 The side reels are plumbed with high 
pressure foam and low pressure foam. 

 The monitor is high pressure foam only 







storage 

EMS gear 



Back pack pumps (4) 

fittings 

Monitor storage 

appliances 

fusees 

Tool box 

















Travis 
packs (10) 

Sprinkler 
kit (15) 
with 
fittings 



Striker 
pumps (2) 

Chain saws 
MS440 (2) 

Drip torches (2) 

Fuel cans 

Generator/light 

Saw bags (2) 

Mark 3 pump 























 You need to go drive the truck and operate 
the high pressure foam with the monitor and 
hose reels to get the feel of them 


